
Hand positions for left-handers
The strategies that some pupils have adopted may appear strange and uncomfortable to you but may work quite
well for individuals. Questioning may reveal why that particular posture has been adopted. This may add to your
understanding but as far as intervention goes the same rules apply as on page..

Does it hurt? Does it slow down the writer? Is it distorting any letters or strokes?

Like everything else about handwriting hand postures can form early in school life, quite unconsciously. They
are influenced by various factors, paper position being perhaps the most important. If children have enough
space and are helped to place their paper to their left then maybe all will be well. If not they develop their hand
position around their paper, such as twisting their wrist above the line of writing. The way they slant the paper
as the arm gets longer and needs more space may result, sometimes quite markedly, in writing upwards or
downwards on the paper.

This illustration shows that the angle of the paper determines whether you write upwards or downwards
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Hand positions for left-handers

When it comes to holding a pen, there seem to be three main hand positions that left-handers choose.

1 Over the top sometimes called inverted. The wrist is twisted right
round so that the pen comes down from above the line of letters. If
you want to change from this position first move the paper over to
your left then flatten your hand slightly. Your wrist then straightens.

2 From the side. Provided you make your fingers work and do not push
the pen with your whole hand, this can be an effective way to write.
Notice the way the paper can slant.

3 From below. Provided you slant your paper and have it well to your left,
you should see what you have just written.

This hand comes from below the writing.

This hand comes in from the side

This hand is twisted so the pen comes from
above the line of writing.

Advantages

You can see what you are doing. You do not
smudge your work. You can make your letters
slant forward easily.

Advantages

You can see what you have just written. You
do not smudge. Letters are usually upright.

Disadvantages

It is awkward and can hurt you. It may slow
your writing down. It is difficult to make an
undercurve or joining stroke.

Advantages

Your fingers probably move more freely with
less pushing. It is easier to join up and lets the
writing flow. You are less likely to be criticised.

Disadvantages

Your writing may slope backwards.




